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5 Keys to Leading Change 

and Building Performance

Keys to Success
• The curiosity to explore ideas, bring your 

experience and your imagination.

• Be open minded.

• The courage to try new things.

• Take notes and review the work regularly.

• The drive to push from good to great.

• An important equation:

• Information and application = transformation.

Leadership and Team 

Performance

“Talented employees need great 
managers. The talented 
employee may join a company 
because of its charismatic 
leaders, its generous benefits and 
its world-class training programs, 
but how long that employee stays 
and how productive he is while he 
is there is determined by his 
relationship with his immediate 
supervisor.” 
First Break all the Rules. Marcus Buckingham & Curt 
Coffman
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Just What is a Team? Thinking “Corporate”
To Form One Body Of Many Members

Canadian Oxford Dictionary

Change and Performance as 

Products of Relationships

• Change is always an indicator of 

leadership.

• Our greatest successes and biggest 

disappointments usually come down to 

how we lead and follow.

• Working on these two key roles, and the 

way they relate, is working on the team 

at its most foundational level.

• Horse and rider, leading and following as 

complementary roles.

• The way we relate to authority sits at the 

heart of these relationships.

The Symptoms of Trouble

• Entitlement.

• Insecurity.

• Discouragement.

• Putting in time for a pay cheque.

• Resistance to change.

• Chaos.

• Discord.
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5 Keys
Leaders must:

• Care.

• Direct.

• Protect.

•Followers must:

• Accept.

• Best Effort.

Leading Following and a 

Cultural Challenge
• We place a lot of value on leading 

and very little on following.

• We dislike authority and place 

high value on personal freedoms.

• Following well is an essential and 

honourable role, indeed it is as 

we shall see the prerequisite to 

leading well.

Each Key Affects Leader and 

Follower

Leaders want performance for the 

mission and the team; team 

members rightly want job 

satisfaction.
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Key #1: Caring Leadership

“Shackleton was also willing to 

consistently put the well-being of 

others above his own. He would 

unselfishly volunteer to stand extra 

watches and to stay at the helm for 

extended periods - often three times 

longer than other men.” 
Dennis Perkins. Leading At The Edge.

Key #1: Caring Leadership

“Our conversations with Captain Wesreidau made a 
deep impression on us. His obvious and passionate 
sincerity affected even the most hesitant, and seemed  
of another order than the standard appeals to our 
sense of sacrifice, which left us stupefied and 
incredulous. He invited questions, which he answered 
with intelligence and clarity. He spent his time with us, 
whenever he was free from other duties. We all loved 
him, and felt we had a true leader, as well as a friend 
on whom we could count. Here Hauptmann Wesreidau
was a terror to the enemy, and a father to his men. 
Every time we moved, or were sent out on an 
operation, his steiner preceded our vehicles.”
Guy Sajer. The Forgotten Soldier

Caring Leadership
Caring leadership begins as a 

posture of the heart and always 

takes a mission and team first 

perspective.

What are the practices of caring 

leaders? Develop a checklist.
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Caring Leadership Does Not 

Mean We Don’t Make 

Demands

How would you describe your leadership?

All 
Demanding All Caring

Key #2: Good Direction
• “Do you know what’s expected of you at work?” 

Question #1 from Gallup’s Q12.

• The 8 qualities of good direction:

•Knowledge.

•Team and mission first.

•Clear.

•Seek advice.

•Answer questions.

•Set priorities.

•Provide the “why.”

•Own it.

•Which two will you focus on to improve the way 

you provide direction?

Key #3: Protect

Within an overarching 

responsibility to protect the 

team’s welfare, good 

leaders promote and 

protect:

1. Team values and 
practices - it’s culture.

2. Fairness.

3. Accountability.
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Accountability:
What it is and Why it Matters

• Accountability: To be responsible for 

one’s conduct.

• The corporate perspective.

• The personal perspective.

• When you give yourself an excuse, you 

give yourself a reason to fail.

• Accountability is a good teacher.

• When has accountability proven to be a 

good teacher for you or someone you 

know of?

Key #4: Acceptance
Overcoming the buy-in Challenge

• In a culture of personal freedoms, 
acceptance can be a tough sell.

• When we are not accepting...

• We get a “be careful what you wish for” 
scenario.

• The “buy-in” phenomenon and where it 
came from.

• The difference between buy-in and 
acceptance.

• With buy-in it is implicit, if not explicit that 
we have come to agree with the 
decision; with acceptance, agreement is 
optional.

Acceptance

• Genuine acceptance entails 
coming to peace with the situation, 
it does not necessarily entail 
agreeing with it.

• Broadening the scope of 
acceptance.

• Windows in Winnipeg.

• Who pays the biggest price for resistance?

• What really drives most resistance 
issues? Is it right and wrong  
(morality) or is it something more 
basic?
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Acceptance

• A buy-in orientation places authority 
in the wrong hands and creates 
chaos.

• Three “experts” and Colin Powell.

• Acceptance enables meaningful 
leadership: buy-in fails with 
unpopular decisions and in times of 
change.

• Acceptance leads to far more job 
satisfaction.

• The acceptance hallmark as an 
unconditional principle.

Accept or Resist

Recall a time when resistance 

to a situation created problems 

for you or someone you know 

of.

Key #5: Best Effort

• Acceptance is a prerequisite to 

best effort.

• The connection between best 

effort and job satisfaction.

• Best effort is really an obligation 

to self and not just to the 

corporate body.
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Participative Decision Making:
A Kingston Case Study

3 Choices
• Ultimately, leaders are responsible for 

ensuring all 5 hallmarks are in place.

• When discontent arises, 3 choices 

become apparent:

• Accept and give your best.

• Decide you cannot accept and leave.

• Stay and resist.

• Does this imply that we should not voice 

objection to that which we disagree with?

• No, it’s OK to advocate for change provided 

you can accept what you have today.

• Those who make their contentment 

contingent on the change they hope for are 

never content.

Leader as Team Member
The Dallaire Dilemma

• “As a young lieutenant, I had forty-one 
soldiers under my command. If I gave 
the order to shoot, I could not let my 
men sense the slightest shiver of 
doubt in my belief in the rightness of 
that order. Any uncertainty on my part 
would communicate itself to my men; 
any hesitation on their part could 
result in chaos and innocent 
casualties.” 
Shake Hands with the Devil, Vintage Canada, 2004

• 3 Reasons every good leader must 
also be a good follower.
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Implementing the Work

• Ultimately leaders are 
responsible for ensuring all five 
hallmarks are in place.

• Acceptance and best effort are 
more easily achieved when 
leaders care, direct and protect 
well.

• Leaders must demonstrate all 
five.

• Participative decision making is 
essential.

Implementing the Work

• Resistance and or poor effort 

are teaching opportunities. 

Describe the benefits and pitfalls 

of the choices we make. 

• Teach first: when this fails 

change the roster. The five keys 

must become the qualifications 

for team membership.

A Closing Thought

“Act as though what you do 

make a difference, it does.”
William James, 19th/20th century psychologist and 

philosopher.


